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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company runs out of inventory in warehouse 22 but has overstock in warehouse 11. The
warehouses are linked to the same site.
The inventory must be moved from warehouse 11 to warehouse 22. The company must retain
ownership of the inventory financially and be able to generate reports as to where the
inventory value resides at all times.
You need to create an order to move the stock.
What should you do?
A. Create a transfer order from warehouse 11 to the transit warehouse.
B. Create a transfer order from warehouse 11 to warehouse 22.
C. Create a sales order for warehouse 11 and a purchase order for warehouse 22.
D. Create a transfer order from the transit warehouse to warehouse 22.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
Based on the information shown, what is the purpose of using [Time Source] for authorization?
A. to check whether the MAC address status is known in the endpoint table.
B. to check whether the MAC address status is unknown in the endpoints table
C. to check how long it has been since the last web login authentication
D. to check whether the MAC address is in the MAC Caching repository
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You implemented FortiGate in transparent mode with 10 different VLAN interfaces in the same
forwarding domain. You have defined a policy to allow traffic from any interface to any
interface.
Which statement about your implementation is true?
A. There will be no impact on the STP protocol.
B. All 10 VLANs will become a single broadcast domain for the ARP request.
C. The ARP request will not be forwarded across the different VLANs domains.
D. FortiGate populates the MAC address table based on destination addresses of frames
received from all
10 VLANs.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
http://kb.fortinet.com/kb/viewAttachment.do?
attachID=Fortigate_Transparent_Mode_Technical_Guide_FortiOS_4_0_version1.2.pdf&docum
entID=FD3
3113
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